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- Isolation in the Prisons: against Individuals
- Black Lists, Anti-terror Laws: against Organisations
- Embargo, War and Occupation: against Peoples and Countrys
- Censorship: The unarmed weapon of Imperialism
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THE 6TH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 
AGAINST ISOLATION

In October 2000 political prisoners in Turkey started a long-term hunger strike to op-
pose the founding of isolation prisons and the policy of isolation. This resistance was 
turned into a Death Fast in December of the same year. The resistance gained wide 
support among the people and was supported with widespread actions as a people’s 
barricade against the isolation policy. The oligarchy of Turkey chose to use the road 
of blood and terror on December 19, 2000 with the aim of making this barricade 
ineffective.On December 19 an attack started against political prisoners in 20 jails of 
Turkey, using gunshots, gas and incendiary bombs and bulldozers. The aim was to 
remove all political prisoners to the newly-established isolation prisons. The prisoners 
used their right to resist…
However, the transportation was accomplished on December 22. Left behind were 20 

destroyed prisons and the corpses of 28 prisoners killed within their walls with bullets 
or burned to death. Some of those killed were beaten to death with clubs. Men and 
women who survived the massacre wounded were tortured and suffered sexual abuse 
and rape. The aim was not to transport people, it was to terrorise them.And a factor in 
the terror had to be cancelling out the resisting prisoners as a factor in rebellion…But 
this was not achieved. Though cut off from one another and thrown into isolation 
cells, they raised the resistance higher with yet greater resolve.Resistance unto death 
spread everywhere. From March 21, 2001 onwards, news of Death Fast martyrdoms 
was received.As the months turned to years, the news of martyrdom became more 
frequent. On the one hand the effects of violence, repression and terror became more 
obvious.While on the one hand the oligarchy tried to destroy the resistance with every 
tool at its disposal, on the other it started to reward those who abandoned resistance. 
A section of the resistance forces who did not understand the essence of the isolation 
policy slowly broke away from the resistance. This breaking away would cause the 
prison resistance to experience even greater difficulties and paved the way for the 
sacrifice of yet more martyrs. But despite everything, the resistance had to go on. For 
the cell-type prisons going under the name of F-Types were no ordinary policy. Nor 
was the aim purely to break the prison resistance in Turkey. What was being practised 
inTurkey was a new model, which, if successful, would be an imperialist product for 
export around the world.
The resistance forces were aware of this. Isolation prisons were first of all brought in 

in the USA and Europe. Although there was resistance to isolation policies being used 
against political prisoners in Germany and Italy, it was not of long duration and in Eu-
rope the isolation prisons were the result of this policy. Imperialism gained strength 
from these examples of resistance being overcome, and the F-Types came on the 
agenda in Turkey to confront the decades of resistance there. This was not due to the
oligarchy’s murderousness, nor was it a historical coincidence. It was part of a gen-

eral imperialist plan of attack.



WHY?

Imperialism won the Cold War and then 
sought a unipolar New World Order. Mil-
itarisation and arming by the monopolies 
continued. For this, new enemies needed
to be created and a new policy of 

annihilation practised against them. 
Imperialism’s need for enemies was not 
a new thing.The enemy was the peoples 
and their demands for independence and 
democracy. The Eastern Bloc’s collapse 
changed the world balance of power. 
Henceforth attacks on the world’s peo-
ples could be more systematic, cruel and carefully planned. The “new” policies were 
only the attacks and destructiveness pursued in decades past.
In this new period it brought onto the agenda policies of war, occupation and embargo 
against countries and peoples that did not toe the line. Organisations and groups with 
resistance potential were targeted by anti-terror laws and black lists, the rights won by 
hundreds of years of resistance were to be destroyed and isolation policies introduced 
to implement this.Whether in the F-Types, the H-Blocks, Guantanamo, FIES, Secret 
Prisons, Bagram, Abu Ghraib, Stammheim or prisons like them, they were the result 
of this policy. Stammheim was not simply about getting the prisoners thrown into 
them to surrender - it was aimed at everyone in Germany with potential to resist, 
and the same principle holds true for the F-Types and Guantanamos. The attacks on 
Iraq, Yugoslavia and Afghanistan were threats aimed at the entire world.The embargo 
aimed at Cuba and the general range of policies aimed at getting it to surrender are no 
different.

THE DIALECTIC OF HISTORY DOES NOT 
CHANGE: WHERE THERE IS REPRESSION 

AND TERROR, THERE IS ALSO RESISTANCE
Certainly where there is resistance there may also be victory. However unipolar the 
world may seem, if the balance of forces against the peoples of the world is disturbed, 
the strength that comes from being right and resolute can lead to victory again.Cuba 
is an example. It stays on its feet after decades of embargo, and while it does it con-
tinues to be a spark for both the continent of America and the whole world, and a sign 
of victory. Despite the inequality of the USA and its allies using every kind of lawless 
war, powerful nuclear and conventional weaponry, it could not get some of the poor-
est peoples of the world like the Afghans to surrender, nor could it do so with the 
Palestinians and Iraqis despite all attempts to divide them. Thisis an indication that 
the imperialist policy of attacks aimed at making the peoples surrender has reached 
a dead end.What more proof of this is needed than the fact that, despite the isolation 
prisons being cut off from the echoes of life, despite every kind of torture, resistance 
goes on and the spirit of resistance will never be crushed?



THE F-TYPES AND THE 
FORMATION OF THE 

INTERNATIONAL 
PLATFORM AGAINST 

ISOLATION 
The resistance in the F-Type prisons 
stretched from months to years and started 
to exceed the norms of prison resistance 
set in the past history of such strug-
gles. As a result of political errors, those 
who hoped for a near-instant victory and 
easily achieved goals could not prepare 
their mass base for such uncompromis-
ing resistance. Those who broke away from the resistance at the same time broke 
away from the day-to-day political struggle. Because while the F-Type prison attack 
continues, it is a means of repressing the class struggle in Turkey, meaning that those 
who withdrew from the prison resistance left the struggle more generally. And his-
tory again showed that those who ignore reality can be reduced to nothing.In such 
an environment winning victory meant much greater resolve and paying a higher 
price. It was as the Great Resistance that this resistance entered history, for it showed 
these qualities.To describe the Great Resistance we can say that at a universal level 
it was the most intensive example of revolutionary resolve and ideology in the class 
struggle under globalism, in the period referred to as the New World Order.“With the 
fall of the Berlin Wall, it was the end of ideology; reference to class struggle is also 
obsolete since the ideologies that supported it are outmoded; from now on, nobody 
will struggle or give their lives for ‘isms’.” This was the kind of outmoded bourgeois 
propaganda that bourgeois ideologues have used to present their own ideology as the 
only valid one.

CENSORSHIP
With the collapse of the Socialist Bloc, international monopolies sought to use dema-
gogy in every area of life as a form of isolation, blackening socialist ideologies and 
its leaders as well as historical truth.
The bourgeois media do not question the inhuman embargo against Cuba, they seek 
to stifle Cuba’s own voice opposing this embargo.Isolation was also used when, 
contrary to all national and international law, Arafat’s headquarters were besieged by 
Israel. For all his international popularity and charisma, Arafat was not in a position 
to tell the world about this siege in his own terms.We still see this siege in the world 
when reference is made to “legitimate defence against a leader who supports terror-
ism”.Again neither Iraq nor Afghanistan could get it through to the “civilised” world 
that they possessed neither chemical nor nuclear weapons. Because these countries 
were besieged by the ýinternational bourgeoisýs media, who censored them. “Embed-
ded” journalism did not just mean journalists going to Iraq were protected by the US 
military. They were put in luxury hotels and specially protected from both the Iraqi 
people and the truth, and their daily or weekly reports as propagandists for American 
soldiers were sent by satellite to their own countries as “post-modern war reporting”. 



It was not a matter of jour-
nalists and journalism - 
it was the essential character of the 
system media and bourgeois media. 
So the situation was one of imperial-
ist states and bourgeoisie using ag-
gression and repression to wage war, 
occupy countries and destroy demo-
cratic rights and organisations; on 
the other hand, to implement these 
policies they create limitless censor-
ship to conceal our reactions to them.
However, it is not just a right to resist occupation, war and embargos, it is a necessity. 
Resisting the regimes of dungeons and isolation cells is also a necessity. Moreover 
hundreds, thousands of resisting prisoners the world over have put their lives at stake 
for the most ordinary and legitimate rights, and this cannot go unnoticed.Nor was it. 
The resistance in Turkey lasted seven years. In that time exactly 122 people lost their 
lives and about 600 were left handicapped. About one in three of those who died did 
so outside the prisons as family members or comrades by going on the Death Fast 
or sacrificing themselves. This was solidarity in its most concrete form. But this was 
not the only form of solidarity. Over seven years there were thousands of actions 
and protests, small and large, in support of the Great Resistance. Tens of thousands, 
hundreds of thousands of people took part. Despite the heaviest censorship in Turkey 
by the system media, the public was informed in this way of the resistance. As a 
result of the support by our people and the unhesitating self-sacrifice of our prison-
ers, the Great Resistance ended in a great victory. Undoubtedly the greatest success 
of the resistance was the willpower the resistance created. This willpower gain was 
recorded in no piece of paper. But it was a reality accepted by both their friends and 
by the supporters of isolation that the resisters would never surrender, their politi-
cal identity would not be broken and that the spirit of Free Prisoners could never be 
isolated from life, even by isolation cells.On the other hand, a number of new rights 
were won in relation to association among prisoners themselves, and with the outside 
world, against a background of “treatment” practices being made law and having to 
account for their withdrawal, and the abolition of conditions requiring prisoners to 
conform to sanctions before benefitting from rights. (Translator’s note: “treatment” 
refers to being given prison privileges like rights to associate in return for giving up 
political beliefs.) Here of course, the actual gain was not the removal of “treatment” 
practices. We were aware that the F-Types were precisely set up as an ideal institution 
for such practices. They were designed that way by their architects and the proof of 
this was that only tearing them down to the roots would prevent such a function.We 
in this Platform were part of this resistance. The Great Resistance tore down the walls 
of censorship by paying a heavy price; this Platform proved at the international level 
both the existence and the legitimacy of this resistance. The International Platform 
Against Isolation was established in 2002 as a lasting struggle platform in the



VICTORY OF THE PEOPLES
Today everyone must note the truth that however destructive repression and terror 
are, no tyranny will last forever. Imperialism is doomed to the destruction of its walls 
of isolation. For as Iraq and Afghanistan have shown, occupations can never last for 
long. And the road to an honourable withdrawal is always closed to occupiers. With 
every occupation the occupiers become bogged down. To understand this you do 
not need to know that the USA and its collaborators have killed more than 600,000 
people in Iraq. You only need to look at the history of the peoples. But they do not 
want to look at or draw lessons from the people’s resistance to the mighty armies of 
Nazism. They did not want to learn from Korea, Vietnam, Algeria or Cuba.
If they have had a great appetite for imposing methods of war and occupation in 
Afghanistan and Iraq, now they are only arguing how to get out. Forces who have 
killed nearly a million people in just the past five years have an account to pay to hýs-
tory and the peoples of the world. The victory of the Great Resistance in the F-Type 
prisons has been one of the most important blows inflicted on the isolation dungeons. 
The F-Types, Guantanamos, FIES’s, QHS’s, Bagrams and so forth will be torn down 
like the Nazi camps. The victory of the Great Resistance is the good news of this. 
The anti-terror laws and black lists are essentially new forms of repression used by 
the USA and EU member countries. As yet, there have been no great gains in these 
countries because of the powerlessness of the struggle and of people’s organisations 
and a line of keeping their distance from paying any kind of price.
Repression and terror such as open occupation has brought these environments low. 
But in fact the left in Europe has been worn down by imperialist demagogy and for 
the most part has been a kind of junior partner in war on terrorism demagogy. Those 
who give themselves adjectives like Communist, socialist etc. should have as the 
first item on their agenda joint action with those who resist war and occupation; they 
should take concrete steps against embargos; they should support the struggle against 
isolation and “treatment”; and they really have to look at why they have NOT sup-
ported the struggle for democratic rights and freedoms against anti-terror laws and 
black lists. If they do not do that, history and the peoples will know what to call them.

form of international Symposiums to take place roughly every 19-22 December. 
In succession they have happened in Holland (Noordwijk), Italy (Florence), Germany 
(Berlin), France (Paris) and Greece (Athens), and participants have come from the 
USA, Europe, Russia, the Middle East, Turkey and Africa, from various institutions, 
bodies or as political individuals.
These Symposia have never seen isolation as limited to prisons and have underlined 
the truth that they are an institutional form of attack. Isolation can be used against 
countries and peoples in the form of war-occupation-embargos; against organisations 
and groups in the form of anti-terror laws and black lists, and isolation prisons are 
part of a policy of attack to be used against individuals and the spirit of resistance as 
a whole. And this policy is enforced by a wall of censorship and silence and disinfor-
mation directed at public opinion.



The terror of the „Anti-terror War“
VI. International Symposium against Isolation

14th-17th December 2007
Free University Brussels (ULB)

Friday, 14/12/2007
10.00 am: Registrations
11.00 am.: Opening by Anne Morelli 
12.00 am: Lunch Break at the cantine
2.00 pm: Antiimperialism and Free Expression
4.00 pm: Isolation towards countries and nations through
       occupation, embargos and sanctions
       Venezuela’s Ambassador for the EU, Counsellor of the Cuban 
       Embassy, Palestinian Minister delegation
7.00 pm: Dinner at the cantine
8.00 pm: Interventions by the international delegations 
       and solidarity messages
 

Saturday, 15/12/2007
10.00 am: Prisoners of the Empire
2.00 pm: at the
auditory P. E. JANSON
Music festival (The Night of Freecaptive)
Grup Yorum (Turkey)
Nuray-Taner (Turkey), Hydra (Hip Hop), Crystal (Latin music)
Interventions from: 
Mr. Josy Dubie (Belgian senator), Mr. Behic Asci (Lawyer, Turkey)
Photo exhibition of political prisoners in Turkey
 

Sunday, 16/12/2007
10.00 am: Jurists on civil rights and the anti-terror legislation
12.00 am: Lunch break
2.00 pm: Associations on civil liberties
6.00 pm: Unionists against liberty killing laws

Monday, 17/12/2007
10.00 am: Press conference at the League for Human Rights

Organisations:

International Platform against Isolation (IPAI) 
Committee for the Freedom of Expression and Association (CLEA)




